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Thank you for downloading a printable ActiveMath resource and the related digital files!
Your purchase gives you the right to use the resources in certain ways, but the copyright
ownership is not transferred to you. Resources may occasionally be offered by ActiveMath
as freebies, and the same terms of use apply to both purchased and free resources.

What a purchaser is allowed to do...

➤	Copy the digital file to your computer or digital devices for personal use as an educator.

➤	Make photocopies for students in your classroom, for your own children, and for students
you tutor.
➤	Post printable resources within your classroom or tutoring space.

➤	Transfer digital resources to the folders for your students as long as access is limited to
those students only.
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➤	Share a cover image for a resource in blog posts, at workshops, or at other professional
development venues provided credit is given along with appropriate links back to the
resource. Provide links to www.activemath.com or to the ActiveMath store at an online
marketplace that is legally distributing ActiveMath resources.

➤	Refer teachers, parents, or other people to the ActiveMath store to obtain the resources
legally.

What a purchaser is NOT allowed to do...

➤ Claim ownership or authorship of ActiveMath resources.

➤ Remove the copyright line from printed resources.

➤	Share or exchange any portion of the digital or printed files with other teachers, with
parents, or with students who are not in the purchaser’s class.
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➤ Resell your ActiveMath purchase or offer it as a giveaway.

➤	Post the digital files on any non-secure website anywhere on the internet including, but
not limited to, sharing sites, news lists, or shared databases.
Thank you for respecting copyright laws and the hard work of authors. Please abide by the
Terms of Use. If you have questions, please direct them to activemath39@yahoo.com.
Thanks again for choosing an ActiveMath resource.

The ActiveMath Team

Copyright

© 2021 by ActiveMath®, Inc.
All rights reserved.
www.ActiveMath.com
This product is sold to individual teachers/educators.
Each teacher/eductor is required to purchase his/her
own puzzles. Teachers/educators may not transfer the
puzzles to other teachers/educators.
Permission is granted to reproduce or transmit
the puzzles on the condition that the material be
reproduced or transmitted only for classroom use and
be provided to students or families without charge by
the individual teacher/educator who is the purchaser.
Duplication of the material by any means for any other
purpose is strictly prohibited without permission in
writing from the publisher.
Send all inquiries to:
ActiveMath, Inc.
2720 Dundee Road, PMB 146
Northbrook, IL 60062
Activemath39@yahoo.com
(847) 722–8690
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November 24: Darwin Publishes On the Origin of Species
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Mystery Year

Use the clues on the next page to find the Mystery Year.
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November 24 CLUES

November 24th Math History-Mystery Puzzles

Copyright © 2021 by ActiveMath®, Inc. All rights reserved.

November 24: Darwin Publishes On the Origin of Species
On November 24 of the Mystery Year, English
naturalist and biologist, Charles Darwin published On
the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection.
This book of scientific literature is considered to be the
foundation of evolutionary biology.

W

Darwin introduced the scientific theory that living
organisms evolve over the course of generations through
a process of natural selection. This is a process where
organisms with certain characteristics that make them
better adjusted to an environment tend to survive — and
survive longer — while reproducing more offspring.
Thus, they are able to transmit and perpetuate those
essential traits to succeeding generations. Over time,
those traits often become dominant over other traits.

Charles Darwin

IE

Portrait by
George Richmond

Use these clues to find the Mystery Year:
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¡ In one of his experiments, Darwin found that hybrid plants grow larger and stronger than
purebred plants.
In testing 30 corn plants, Darwin found that on average, the purebreds were only
84% as tall as the hybrids. Suppose the purebreds grew to an average height of
7.48 ft. How tall did the hybrids grow on average?

The tenths digit of the hybrid height is the ones digit of the Mystery Year.
¡ When a major catastrophe occurs in the environment, some animal species become
extinct. Others stay alive, while others adapt and develop into a new (and sometimes
stronger) species. Here are the probabilities for a hypothetical species to Stay Alive,
Become Extinct, or Develop into a New Species when a major catastrophe occurs:

Probability (Stay Alive) =

5
8

;

Probability (Become Extinct) =

Probability (Develop into a New Species) =

1
8

;

1
4
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Þ Convert the probability to Stay Alive to a decimal. The digit in the
thousandths place is the tens digit of the Mystery Year.
Þ Convert the sum of the probabilities to either Stay Alive or Develop into
a New Species to a decimal. The digit in the tenths place of the sum is
the hundreds digit of the Mystery Year.

¡ Use this clue as a check on the other clues:
The woolly mammoth went extinct approximately 4,000 years ago. Divide 4,000 by 10.

Then subtract

1
100

Thousands

of 4,000. The result is the product of the digits in the Mystery Year.

Hundreds

©ActiveMath®, Inc., 2021
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How to Use
Math History-Mystery Puzzles
Warm-up Activities for Middle School
Each puzzle begins with historical information about a particular person or event. The topics
selected reflect the diverse nature of our society. Students use the clues that follow to determine
the Mystery Year when the event occurred. In some cases, data needed to solve a clue is
contained within the historical information. This reinforces what students experience in the real
world: The data needed to solve a problem may not all appear in the same place.
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The math content of the warm-ups is based on a spiral review of skills. During the early months
of the school year, they provide important math review skills drawn from Grades 5 and 6. As the
year progresses, the skills advance to those of Grades 6 and 7 — with an abundance of real-world
connections related to the contexts of the events. Towards the end of the school year, math skills
from Grade 8 are included that can also be handled intuitively by students in earlier grades. It
should be noted that many high-school teachers are using the puzzles with success to provide
students with important skills review in context.
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Students focus on a number of different math skills and concepts in the same warm-up. The spiral
review is intended to help students keep their skills sharp. Also, the clues are intended to provide
day-to-day mathematical variety. So, while students may be studying in unit, on, say, percent, they
may be solving clues that review fractions or measurement.
Each clue produces a digit of the Mystery Year. As the clue is solved, students record the digit
in the box to the right of the clue and into the place-value chart for the Mystery Year at the bottom
of the first page of the puzzle. The final clue with each puzzle provides a “check” for
determining the correct Mystery Year.
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Provided with each puzzle are extensive Teacher Notes with Sample Solution Strategies that
include valuable teacher information that address the following:
Ø The specific Common Core State Standards for Mathematical Content that are
addressed in the clues. When a clue employs skills that are not directly addressed by a
Standard for Mathematical Content, one or more Standards for Mathematical Practice
are cited.
Ø Step-by-step solutions designed so thoroughly that parents working with students at
home are equipped to help their child. Alternative solution strategies are detailed to
illustrate various paths to the solution.
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Ø Math Notes that provide additional mathematical background for the teacher. This
includes various pedagogical insights that include an analysis of related common student
misconceptions with intervention suggestions.

Ø Extensions that allow advanced students to take the content to the next level.
Ø Multicultural Notes to bring to light the contributions from various cultures related to the
discovery / development of the content of the puzzle.

Ø Historical Notes to provide further context for the theme of the puzzle. Often these notes
delve into social justice issues related to the theme of the puzzle. Included are links to
video clips and uplifting quotes.
Even though we do not provide a separate puzzle for each day of a given week, we view the
puzzles as being daily puzzles because of the extensive activities and extensions that are
provided with the Teacher Notes that may be used during the other days of the week.

To download a FREE, more extensive document describing How to Use the puzzles, go to
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/FREE-How-to-Use-Math-History-Mystery-Puzzles-for-MiddleSchool-manual-7037642
© ActiveMath®, Inc., 2021
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Teacher Notes and Sample Solution Strategies for November 24
November 24: Charles Darwin Publishes On the Origin of Species
CCSS: 7.RP.3, MP6 (Attend to Precision), 7.SP.5, 7.NS.2.d, 5.NF.6. The
Extension Simulation addresses 7.SP.7.b and 7.SP.8.c.
Mystery Year: 1859
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¡ To find the average height of the hybrids, students may solve the following equation,
where x = the average height of the hybrids:
0.84x = 7.48 ft
x = 7.48 ft ÷ 0.84 Divide each side of the equation by 0.84.
x » 8.9048 ft
Divide.
The digit in the tenths place of 8.9048 is 9, so the ones digit of the Mystery Year is 9.
Math Note: A common student misconception is for students to perform this
multiplication: 0.84 ´ 7.48 = 6.2832. This would produce an incorrect digit, 2, for the
ones place of the Mystery Year. Students should attend to precision to note that
7.84 ft represents 84% of the average height of the purebreds — so the equation
needs to be set up so that 84% of the average height of the hybrids is set equal to the
average height of the purebreds.

EV

Historical Note: A hybrid is an animal or plant that has been bred from two different
species of animal or plant. A purebred is an animal or plant that has been obtained
through many generations of controlled breeding. With respect to Darwin’s corn
experiment, the seeds came from the same parents. But some seeds were produced
from self-fertilized parents (purebreds), and some seeds were produced from crossfertilized parents (hybrids). Because Darwin had noticed that slight differences in soil
or light or amount of water could affect the growth rates, he developed hybrids.
Darwin then planted seeds in pairs — one cross-pollinated seed and one selfpollinated seed in each of 15 pots. Then he let them grow and measured their heights
— and found that the hybrids grew taller.

¡ In this hypothetical situation where a major catastrophe has occurred in the

environment, the probability of “Stay Alive” is 5 . Because a fraction can be written
8

as an indicated division of the numerator divided by its denominator (based on the
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symbolic interpreation of a fraction), we have

5
8

= 5 ÷ 8, or 0.625. The digit in the

thousandths place of 0.625 is 5, so the tens digit of the Mystery Year is 5.
Math Notes: For students who have not had much experience with probability,
provide them with a probability number line such as the one on the following page.
Explain that the probability of an impossible event (such as a dog flying) is 0, the
probability of an event that has an even chance of occurring (such as a fair coin
landing on heads) is

1
2

, and the probability of a certain event (such as the sun rising)

is 1. So, a probability is a number from 0 through 1.
Mention that terms used in probability such as “impossible” or “certain” are called
qualitative probability, whereas numerical probabilities, such as

1
2

are quantitative

probabilities. Ask: How would you write a fraction to quantify these qualitative
probabilities: “an unlikely event”; “a likely event”? Place the information on the
©ActiveMath®, Inc., 2021
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Probability Number Line. Where would the probability

5
8

be placed on the number

line? How would you describe that probability qualitatively?
Solution: Quantifying an “unlikely event” is subjective, but
Likewise, quantifying a “likely event” is subjective, but
probability

5
8

would be placed between the

1
2

and the

3
4

1
4
3
4

is often used.
is often used. The

on the Probability

W

Number Line. Qualitatively, it is a probability for a “likely event.”

Probability
Number
Line

Quantitative

Impossible

Even Chance

Qualitative

Certain
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¡ In this hypothetical situation where a major catastrophe has occurred in the

environment, the probability of “Stay Alive” is 5 , and the probability of “Develop
8

into a New Species” is

1
4

. The probability that either of those two events will occur is

the sum of those probabilities:
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Probability (Stay Alive) OR Probability (Develop into a New Species) =
So, the probability is

When

7
8

5
8

+

1
4

=

5
8

+

2
8

, or

5
8

+

1
4

7
8

is converted to a decimal, the result is 7 ÷ 8 = 0.875. The digit in the tenths

place is 8, so the hundreds digit of the Mystery Year is 8.
Extension: Ask: What is the sum of the three probabilities given in the clue?
( 8 , or 1). What does that sum mean? (Because the three events are disjoint (have no
8
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elements in common), and because the sum of their probabilities is 1, the three events
constitute all possible events for this experiment.)
Ask: How can you subtract, rather than add, to find the answer to this clue?
Solution: The event “Become Extinct” is the compliment of either “Stay Alive” or
“Develop into a New Species.” Because the sum of the three probabilities is 1, the
probability that neither “Stay Alive” nor “Develop into a New Species” will occur
can be found by subtracting Probability (Become Extinct) from 1:
Probability not (Stay Alive) OR Probability not (Develop into a New Species) =
1–

1
8

=

7
8

Extension Simulation: A special simulation activity related to the second and third
clues above — entitled “How Long Can Your Species Keep From Becoming
Extinct?” — is provided at the end of these Teacher Notes. Questions 1a and 1b in
the simulation are similar to the first two questions in the Extension above.

¡ This clue serves as a check on the other clues. When 4,000 is divided by 10, the result
is 400. The product of
©ActiveMath®, Inc., 2021
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and 4,000 is 40. When 40 is subtracted from 400, the result
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is 360. The digits of the Mystery Year that have been determined so far are
__ 8 5 9. It can be assumed that the thousands digit is 1. The product of the four digits
of the Mystery Year is 1 ´ 8 ´ 5 ´ 9 = 360. So, the Mystery Year of 1859 is confirmed.
Historical Notes: Most of the woolly
mammoths died out about 10,500 years ago
during the ice age. However, a population of
wooly mammoths had become trapped on
Wrangel Island in Russia in the Arctic Ocean
— and lived there until they died out about
3,700 years ago.
Mural depicting a herd walking in
In September, 2021, it was announced that a
France, by Charles R. Knight, 1916
group of geneticists is considering to resurrect
the woolly mammoth back to life within 4 to 6 years. Although advances in genetics
are making it possible to resurrect extinct animals by sequencing DNA extracted from
bones and carcasses of animals that have been dead for thousands of years, the goal is
not to clone a mammoth. Rather, it is to use genetic engineering to create a living
elephant-mammoth hybrid that looks just like a woolly mammoth. Elephants might be
used as surrogates — which critics say is unethical. Proponents say bringing back the
mammoth could help restore the fragile Arctic tundra ecosystem, combat the climate
crisis, and help preserve the endangered Asian elephant.
Þ Read “Scientists Want to Resurrect the Woolly Mammoth. They just got $15 million to
make it happen”: https://cnn.it/3lWM2Pv

EV

Þ Watch “Bringing Back the Woolly Mammoth” (3:21) from Nova Wonders:
https://www.youtube.com/embed/CQ078VfQXQI

Historical Note: It should be noted that there are scientists who do not agree with
Darwin’s theories. Some explanations given that run counter to those of Darwin include
cultural interference, human intervention, and humanistic interference. Many
conservative theologians oppose Darwinism for religious reasons (by citing the theory of
creation in Genesis, for example).
Resources to Consider
“Top 10 animals in danger of extinction”:

https://www.activesustainability.com/environment/top-10-animals-in-danger-of-extinction/

PR

“Top 10 extinct animals”: https://www.activesustainability.com/environment/top-10-extinct-animals/
“Vaccines don’t cause autism. Vaccines, instead, prevent disease. Vaccines have
wiped out a score of formerly deadly childhood diseases. Vaccine skepticism has
helped to bring some of those diseases back from near extinction.”
—Alex Pareen, American writer and editor

“The love for all living creatures is the most noble attribute of man.”
“In the long history of humankind (and animal kind, too) those who learned to
collaborate and improvise most effectively have prevailed.”
“It is not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most intelligent that
survives. It is the one that is the most adaptable to change.”
—Charles Darwin (1809–1882)

Þ The following four pages provide the simulation, “How Long Can You Keep Your Species
From Becoming Extinct?” The authors are very interested in the results of your class simulation.
Please send your results — or any questions you may have — to dbspangler39@yahoo.com.
©ActiveMath®, Inc., 2021
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Extension Simulation:

How Long Can You Keep Your Species From Becoming Extinct?
This activity is based on an exhibit that appeared in the Field
Museum of Natural History in Chicago, Illinois.
Materials: A pair of 6-sided number cubes per group

Probability

Stay Alive

24
36

Become
Extinct

4
36

New, Stronger
Species

8
36

Number-Cube Sums Assigned by Your Group

IE

Event

W

When a major catastrophe occurs in the environment, some animal
species become extinct. Others stay alive, while others adapt and
develop into a new, stronger species. The probabilities for each possible event
are listed in the table below. Later you will complete the third column of the table.

1a. What is the sum of the three probabilities in simplest form?
1b. What does that sum mean?

EV

Each group in your class will be a different species (Species A through Species G). The
survival of your species will depend upon the roll of a pair of number cubes. The
probabilities for the various events (rolling a sum of 2–12) when a pair of number cubes
is tossed once are provided below:
Sum of the Numbers
on Number Cubes

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Probability

1
36

2
36

3
36

4
36

5
36

6
36

5
36

4
36

3
36

2
36

1
36

PR

2. Use the above probabilities to help you assign Sums for the simulation according to
the probabilities for Stay Alive, Become Extinct, and New, Stronger Species in the
third column of the table above.
For example, because the probability for Stay Alive is

cube sums whose probabilities have a sum of

or 9 because

4
36

+

5
36

+

6
36

+

5
36

+

4
36

=

24
.
36

24
36

24
36

, you need to find a set of number-

. The sums could be rolling, say, a 5, 6, 7, 8,

So, based on this example, if you were to roll

any of the sums 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9, your species would “stay alive” during a given round.

Complete the third column in the above table based on the numbers your group
chooses to represent the corresponding probabilities for the simulation. Each species
can assign its own set of number-cube sums to represent the given probabilities.
However, each sum must be used, and each sum can appear in only one cell. So,
if the sums 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 are used for “Stay Alive”, then those sums cannot be used
for either of the other two possible events.

©ActiveMath®, Inc., 2021
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Extension Simulation: How Long Can You Keep Your Species From Becoming Extinct?, p. 2

Simulation Rules
We are now going to conduct a simulation to see how long your species will survive a
series of catastrophes. The simulation will consist of each group taking turns rolling a
pair of number cubes. Each roll will represent a catastrophe.
If you roll a sum that corresponds to Stay Alive, nothing special happens (other than
you have survived the catastrophe and that you will be ready to face another
catastrophe on your next turn).

•

If you roll a sum that corresponds to Become Extinct, you are history!
You will get no more rolls of the number cubes (or anything else, for that matter).

•

If you roll a sum that corresponds to New, Stronger Species, you will become a
stronger species — with a greater chance to survive the next catastrophe. To show
that you now have a smaller probability for becoming extinct (during a future
catastrophe), remove a number-cube sum from your Extinct category that has a
1
36

— and place that sum in the Stay Alive category. You will be

IE

probability of

W

•

making such a transfer of sums in the table on the final page of this simulation.
For example, if 12 is one of the number-cube sums for becoming Extinct, remove
it from the Extinct category and place it in the Stay Alive category.
If you have no number-cube sums in your Extinct category whose probability is
, you may make a trade. For example, to lower your probability for becoming

EV

1
36

extinct by

1
36

, you may trade, say, an 11 in your Extinct category for, say, a 12 in

your Stay Alive category.)

•

Each group (species) will toss a pair of number cubes up to 18 times. You will
stop rolling for your species if and when you become Extinct. You may develop into
a New, Stronger Species several times during the activity, but your probability for
becoming Extinct may never drop below

1
36

. So, no matter what happens, you

PR

must always maintain a probability of becoming extinct at no less than

1
36

.

3a. Do you think your species will become extinct during this activity? Explain.

3b. If yes, predict how many catastrophes your
species will survive before becoming extinct.
3c. If no, explain why you think your species won't become extinct.
3d. What do you think is the probability that your species will survive (either
“stay alive” or become a “new, stronger species) for up to 18 catastrophes?
Later, we will use the results of our simulation to check our predictions above.

©ActiveMath®, Inc., 2021
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Extension Simulation: How Long Can You Keep Your Species From Becoming Extinct?, p. 3

We are now going to conduct a simulation to see how long your species will survive a
series of up to 18 catastrophes.
The simulation will consist of each group taking turns rolling a pair of number cubes.
Each roll will represent a catastrophe.

W

4. We are now ready to roll the number cubes.
• Record Your Assigned Sums Number-Cube Sums from column 3 in the table on
the first page into the table at the top of the following page. During the simulation,
make any changes to those numbers if and when you develop into a New,
Stronger Species.

IE

• Keep track of each catastrophe for each species in the Catastrophe Table (second
table on the following page).
o Write “S” each time you Stay Alive during a catastrophe.
o Write “E” if you become Extinct.
o Write “N” each time you develop into a New, Stronger Species.
• You are now ready to begin.

Answer questions 5–7 after the class has completed all of its rolls.

EV

5. What is the average number of catastrophes survived per species?
(Divide the sum of the Number of Catastrophes survived by the number of
species participating in the experiment.)
6. What is the relative frequency for a species surviving up to 18 catastrophes?
Hints: Relative frequency in a probability experiment is the fraction of the trials that
result in a certain outcome. In this simulation, the relative frequency for surviving
is found by using the formula below. The formula is based on the proportion of
all species that either Stay Alive or develop into a New, Stronger Species:
Relative Frequency =

Number of species that Stay Alive + Number of Species that develop into a New, Stronger Species
Total number of species in the experiment

PR

It should be noted that an important goal for running a probability simulation is to
estimate the probability that an event will occur — especially in a situation where the
theoretical probability would be very difficult to compute. The Law of Large
Numbers states that if an experiment is repeated over and over again, in the long run,
the proportion of successes — the relative frequency — will tend to approach the
theoretical probability.

7. How do the results from questions 5 and 6
compare to the predictions you made in
question 3? Explain.

©ActiveMath®, Inc., 2021
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Extension Simulation: How Long Can You Keep Your Species From Becoming Extinct?, p. 4

Number-Cube Sums Assigned by Your Group

Event

Make changes here if/when you become a New, Stronger Species.

Stay Alive

W

Become Extinct

New, Stronger Species

Catastrophe Table
Catastrophe
Number

IE

For each catastrophe, write “S” if you Stay Alive, write “E” if you become Extinct, and write
“N” if you develop into a New, Stronger Species.
Species

Species

Species

Species

Species

Species

Species

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

1
2

EV

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

PR

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Total Number of
Catastrophes
Survived

©ActiveMath®, Inc., 2021
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